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Better Seed Corn
With
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RIGHT IDEA
HANGERS
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Air Dried in Nat are's Way

Mow To Use Them

There is always a draft of air through a crib
driveway and it makes a good drying room so long
as the temperature does not get too low.

Space in which to dry seed corn is sometimes at a
premium.
But with Right Ideas you can utilize your
loft, attic or an upstairs room.
The horizontal spacing should be three inches,
which is the same distance apart as the prongs. You
thus obtain PERFECT ALIGNMENT in all directions,
insuring free air circulation with quick and thorough
drying.
Even the boys can help if you use Right Ideas.

Ventilation is all important; make sure that f
there is an open window to carry off the moisture \
and fumes, especially when the weather is warm i
and "muggy” and the storage is in a closed room,
loft or attic. Lack of ventilation, even over night, :
may mean moldy corn.
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Manufactured Bv

Seed corn should ALL be hung up the same
day it is picked. To pile it on the floor, even
over night, may cause it to mold. And moldy
seed is worthless for the germ has been devital
ized or destroyed.
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All Steel - Everlasting
Inexpensive

Largest Ears Do Not Touch

A PerSect Connection
Between Sections

Perfect Results
] O appliance for drying seed corn equals
H the Right Idea Seed Corn Hanger. It is
inexpensive, gives perfect results and lasts a
lifetime.
Made from a special analysis steel by a
patented punch and die process,
each Hanger is stiff and rigid and
almost indestructible.
The most expensive seed
corn that you buy from the pro
fessional seedsmen is “hand
picked, field selected before the
earliest frost, and individually air
dried,” meaning that the method
of preparation is the same as
offered you by Right Idea
Hangers.
As a matter of fact
many commercial seed houses use
Right Idea Hangers.
You can
make yourself independent of the
professional seedsmen by using
Right Idea Hangers.
Each Hanger holds ten ears.
Thus ten Hangers take care of
one bushel. Figuring about
twelve ears to the acre, one hun
dred Right Idea Hangers will
provide seed for at least eighty
acres.
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Note that the prongs are so spaced that
even the largest ears do not touch each other
It is conceded that impaling the ear is a good
thing inasmuch as it opens up the pith of the
cob to the air and facilitates drying from the
inside as well as the outside.
The prongs and the main column art
amply stiff and strong enough to stand the
weight of large ears without bending or
breaking.
There is always a market for good seed
corn. Why not put up a surplus and sell it
at a good price to your less fortunate neigh
bors? With Right Idea Hangers, you can be
a local seed merchant.

S many Hangers may be fastened together
as desired. A perfect matching hook and
eye is formed in each Hanger so that when
two sections are fastened together, the flat
surfaces prevent the
Hanger from swinging
sideways.
This is an
important feature for if
the ears strike each
other, the resulting
bruised spot is apt to
develop mold, and an
otherwise perfect ear is
ruined. It will be noticed that the prongs are
long and sharply point
ed which makes for
ease in impaling the ear
and giving it plenty of
support.

Jhe . vlight cost
of Right ideas
makes it unwise
to botfier zvith
makeshifts or u ri
ft ro i >en man u fa c ttifei t a bp f to rices.

